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Naval Warfare Studies Institute: We are proud and excited to direct the NWSI Wargaming Center. To learn more about 

the NWSI, please see the attached NWSI Slicksheet. 

 
1. Resident NPS Wargaming Courses: 

DA4470 Designing Operationally-Oriented Research Studies: 

This course teaches students how to initiate, design, develop, conduct, and analyze a wargame with a focus on Special 

Operations. Students are organized into teams who work for real world sponsors who need wargaming support. 

Sponsors come from DoD, defense allies and partners, and industry. The sponsor and student team must first agree on 

the problem definition. Then the student teams design and develop the wargame to respond to the objective and issues 

that they and the sponsor have agreed upon. For the first six weeks, the students learn about wargaming through on-

line lectures and practical exercises as they are also building the foundation of their sponsored wargame. After the 

Wargaming Apprentice Certification Exam on week 6, the student teams work full time completing the design of the 

wargame. The wargame is then played for the sponsor and the findings are documented and provided to the sponsor. 

This quarter we had 14 SOF Students from the Department of Defense Analysis: They were predominantly US students: 

11 USA, one USAF, one USAR, and one Mongolian Army. 

The three sponsored wargames for this course were conducted live during Wargaming Week (15 – 19 March). All three 

wargames were sponsored by the 1st Special Forces Group (1SFG(A)) and were unclassified. Executive summaries of the 

wargames are noted at Appendix 2. 

Short descriptions of the three 1SFG(A) sponsored wargames follow: 

• SOF Strategic Advantage in the South China Sea: Explore key decision points at the CJSOTF level in arraying 

forces and responding to crisis events within the INDOPACOM AOR. Of particular interest is the tradeoffs of 

various force postures and potential for SOF to integrate with MDTF responses to crisis events which cross the 

threshold of conflict, but do not transition into Large Scale Combat Operations (LSCO). 

 

• SOF and the Competition Conflict Continuum: Propose the requisite capabilities, force posture, and 

organizational mission command structure that Joint Special Operations Forces (SOF) should employ during the 

phase of persistent competition to be successful against a peer adversary in armed conflict in INDOPACOM. 

 

• Red Tide Rising: Assist decision-makers on what, where, and how Special Operations Forces (SOF) should be 

employed within INDOPACOM from steady-state competition through the conflict continuum’s escalation into 

the initial phases of Large-Scale Combat Operations (LSCO). 

 

 



                                    
 

DA4500 Special Topics in Strategic Analysis: Modeling for Special Operations in an Era of Great Power Competition. 

This course serves as a continuation of the OA4604 Wargaming Applications course to allow students to further develop 

and extend a wargame designed to gain insights into how NATO SOF can better support the internal security of a NATO 

nation facing a hybrid threat. This quarter, students worked with Estonian SOF element to refine and update their 

wargame looking at how Allied SOF elements can be used to support deterrence and assurance across the European 

theater against Russian hybrid warfare and Influence Operations, using analytical wargaming models. Recently 

developed wargame includes looking at how NATO SOF can foster Estonia’s resilience to malign influence from Russia. 

2. Mobile Education Team (MET) Course: 

 

The purpose of the NPS Basic Analytic Wargaming MET course is to provide the sponsoring organization an opportunity 

to educate a cadre of their personnel on wargaming by having student teams build wargames for execution. The 

workshop is a mixture of practical exercises and lectures focused on teams designing, developing, conducting, and 

analyzing a wargame, activity-based learning or ‘learn-by-doing.’ The sponsoring organization provides the wargaming 

topic for the practical exercises, which culminate with the students demonstrating a wargame they designed to address 

the sponsor’s topic on Friday. At the end of the course, the students have enough education and experience to be 

considered ‘wargaming apprentices.’ These students have the opportunity to receive Continuing Education Units if they 

pass a ‘Wargaming Apprentice Certification Exam’ that resides on their organization’s Sakai wargaming course site, a 

web-based repository of wargaming materials created by the NPS MET for the sponsoring organization’s use. 

METs conducted this winter: NPS NWSI deployed a Wargaming MET to support the following organizations:  

January: Naval Surface & Mine Warfighting Development Center (SMWDC). Conducted a three day wargaming short 

course for SMWDC in San Diego, California. This course was in support of SMWDC’s WIT course. The course consisted of 

N students.  

February/March: Australian Defence Force Joint Experimentation Directorate (JED). Conducted a two-week Basic and a 

one week Advanced Joint Analytic Wargaming Course (JWAC) for the ADF in Canberra Australia. These courses were 

sponsored by JED, which is part of the Australian Defence Force’s Joint Experimentation Program. The course is part of 

JED’s efforts to professionally develop a cadre of Defence members who can initiate, design, develop, conduct and 

analyze wargames. The two courses consisted of 44 students from all three ADF services and several Australian 

government agencies.  

 

3. NPS Wargaming Outreach and Collaboration: 

 

• 5 January: Jeff Appleget discussed wargaming TTXs with a team from OPNAV N-1 led by CDR Christine Fletcher. 

 

• 10-11 February: Jeff Appleget and Jeff Kline participated in the Navy Analytic Master Plan Wargaming Pillar 

Research Summit to facilitate future coordination of NPS wargaming activities with DON. 

 

• 3 March: Jeff Appleget met with Group Captain Jo Brick, Chief of Staff Australian Defence College to discuss 

developing wargaming curricula for the ADC. 

 

• Robert Burks and Jeff Appleget completed coordination meetings to establish the Working Group 30 

(Wargaming) session/schedule for the upcoming 89th Military operations Research Symposium. 

 



                                    
 

• Robert Burks and Jeff Appleget have volunteered to participate in and lead a Distributed Wargaming panel for 

NATO Science & Technology Organization (STO). 

 

• Robert Burks and Jeff Appleget had the opportunity to discuss the NPS NWSI Wargaming Center and potential 

wargaming support with several visiting dignitaries this quarter including: 

 

o Brig. Gen. Benjamin R. Maitre is the Assistant Commanding General, Joint Special Operations 

Command – Wargaming Center analytical wargaming outreach and education discussion. 

 

4. Conferences and Workshops: 

 

• No Conference or Attendance this quarter. 

 

 

5.  NPS Wargaming Thesis Work: 

MAJ Alex Plotkin and MAJ Barbara Plotkin: SOF Support to Competition Phase in current Multi-domain Environment 

Wargame (December FY21). The US Army Special Warfare Center and School (SWCS) must identify ways to rapidly 

provide fully qualified special operations soldiers to the force while ensuring they receive all of the training they require 

to succeed in their future roles and assume the least amount of risk. Increased exposure to the operational 

environmental (OE) factors these students will experience, with repetitions, will reinforce the training objectives and 

promote critical and creative thinking to help increase preparedness and reduce risk. The integration of the ARSOF 

curriculum within the Captains Career Course provides this opportunity on the front side of each training pipeline. Given 

the demand for training stated above and considering the limited training hours available, manning restraints and 

funding limitations, a wargame has been identified as a potential solution to this problem. A well-designed wargame can 

provide students with numerous iterations applying SOF doctrine that allows for creative and critical thinking, requiring 

limited resources, funding, and time. The wargame has the potential to enhance training throughout the qualification 

course. It may have potential operational force applications to enhance planning, training partner forces operationally, 

and SOF recruiting. Based on this information, the research question to look at basing our wargame approach is: How 

will a Wargame simulating competition in the current Multi-Domain Environment enhance ARSOF CCC graduates follow 

on training and increase preparedness to employ their units of actions? The wargame will be a competitive educational 

tabletop boardgame that places students in command of ODAs, CATs, and MISTs, respectively. The players will have to 

work together as cross functional teams in a designated AO, to both Counter-VEOs and support US interests in 

competition. The scenario will simulate Security Cooperation Missions and introduce challenges faced by team leaders 

when working with interagency partners, supporting the TSOC, managing relationships with the host nation, and short-

term deployment rotations. 

 

6. Upcoming NPS Wargaming Center Events and Engagements (Spring): 

Wargaming Week (7 - 11 June 2021) as part of OA4604: The Wargaming Center will support nine sponsored wargames 

during the Spring Quarter. 

• Contested Logistics: Sponsored by OPNAV N4, this game will assess the mix of manned and unmanned logistics 

capabilities that will allow our Navy and Marine Corps combatant forces to dominate the next conflict. 

• EABO Europe: Sponsored by MCWL, this game will examine the Marine Littoral Regiment's capability to operate 

using the EABO concept in a European conflict environment. 



                                    
 

• USMC Dependencies on Space-based Assets: Sponsored by MCWL, this game will examine how increased DoD 

reliance on commercial SATCOM and ISR affects Expeditionary Advanced Base Operations (EABO) in a contested 

A2AD environment. 

• Naval Applications of Sealift Wing-in-Ground (SWIG) Effect Aircraft: Sponsored by DARPA, this game will 

characterize and quantify the strategic advantages and deficiencies Sea-lift Wing In Ground Effect (SWIG) 

technology brings to an Amphibious Ready Group (ARG) operating in an EABO. 

• Impact of Nuclear Effects on Maritime Operations: Sponsored by DTRA, this wargame will allow senior leaders 

to understand the impact that non-strategic nuclear weapons attacks can have on Naval forces and how it 

affects their ability to complete their combat mission. 

• ADF/USMC Interoperability: Sponsored by Australia Army Experimentation, this game will examine USMC-ADF 

interoperability in 2040 with an assessment of how EABO and the Marine Littoral Regiment integrates with the 

Australian Unified Domain Operations concept. 

• Impact of AI/ML on Operational Effectiveness: Sponsored by USARPAC, this game is part of a three part activity 

to assess how AI might enable the future force to prevail against peer competition in the Pacific. 

• SOF Contribution to Great Power Competition-Europe: Sponsored by SOCEUR, this game will assess how SOF’s 

unique contributions allow EUCOM/NATO forces to prevail in competition and conflict. 

USN Planning Wargaming Instruction: The NPS Mobile Education Team will develop and teach a 12-hour block of 

planning wargaming instruction for the US Naval Surface and Mine Warfighting Development Center Warfare Tactics 

Instructors. This block introduces the students to the Naval planning process (NWP 5-01) and focuses on wargaming 

courses of action. This block of instruction will be delivered in January at SMWDC in San Diego.  

MET: NPS NWSI will deploy a Wargaming MET to support Space Command to conduct a one-week basic course and a 

week-long advanced course in May. 

Projected MET Courses (travel conditions permitting): 

Summer 2021 

• U.S. Army Futures Center, Picatinny Arsenal, NJ – one-week basic course 

• Defense Threat Reduction Agency, Ft. Belvoir, VA – one-week basic course 

• Hybrid Center of Excellence, Helsinki, FI – one-week basic course and one-week advanced course 

• U.S. Army Europe, Wiesbaden, GE – one-week basic course and one week advanced course 

• USMC CD&I Operations Analysis Directorate - one-week basic course 

 

 

 

  



                                    
 

Appendix 1: About the Naval Postgraduate School NWSI Wargaming Center  

The Wargaming Activity Hub was envisioned by NPS Graduate School of Operational and Information Sciences (GSOIS) 

Dean Gordon McCormick to bring higher visibility and synergy to the myriad wargaming activities that NPS is involved 

with across campus and worldwide. Dr. Jeff Appleget (OR) and Dr. Rob Burks (DA) direct the activities of the hub. Ms. 

Jane Barreto assists the directors in the overall administration of the hub to include managing wargaming research and 

professional development sponsors, activities, and funding, and assists NPS wargaming students with coordinating 

wargame facilities for sponsored games, and creating wargaming maps, charts, and other graphical materials. The WAH 

joined the NPS Naval Warfare Studies Institute in 2020 as the organization’s Wargaming Center. 

Mission: Conduct high quality research, analysis, gaming, and education to support the Naval Postgraduate School’s 

mission, prepare future leaders, and help shape and form key decisions on the future of the Department of Defense 

(DoD). 

Purpose: Support and contribute to the Naval Postgraduate School’s educational and research mission and provide a 

gaming and simulation environment to assist DoD leaders in their mission to:  

• develop new strategies and concepts across all levels of warfare to counter emerging adversary capabilities and  

• complement ongoing field experimentation activities for the rapid testing and fielding of new technologies. 

Aligning the Wargaming Activity Hub with U.S. Naval priorities: 

• STRENGTHEN NAVAL POWER AT AND FROM SEA: We wargame current and emerging concepts, both doctrinal and 
technical, against contemporary and future adversaries. Graduates are better able to anticipate who we will fight 
and how after designing and analyzing wargames that address real-world DoD sponsors’ biggest challenges in the 
NPS classroom. 

 

• STRENGTHEN OUR NAVY TEAM FOR THE FUTURE:  NPS students are typically LTs and LCDRs. The Wargaming 
Applications course, along with the Joint Campaign Analysis course, exposes these young students to operational 
and strategic challenges, raising their level of thinking to that of more senior leaders, preparing them for the 
challenges our Nation will face in the future. 

 

• EXPAND AND STRENGTHEN OUR NETWORK OF PARTNERS:    
 

o Our resident Wargaming Applications course typically has U.S. Navy, Army, and Marines and international 
students from several nations. The student wargaming teams are, by design, a mix of these students (unless 
the game is classified, which restricts the student teams to U. S. only). Our Wargaming scenarios are often 
crafted to include the involvement of the nations represented by our international students and we do have 
international organizations sponsor wargames in the course.  
 

o Our Basic Analytic Wargaming Mobile Education Team (MET) course originated from a request by the Centre 
for Operational Research (CORA) in Canada, and the inaugural course was delivered at Canadian Forces 
Base, Trenton, Ontario in 2011. Since then we have provided the course for STRATCOM, CENTCOM, MCCDC, 
ADF & DST-Group (Australia) and the Indonesian Navy and created a Wargaming R&D workshop for 
Lockheed Martin delivered via a CRADA.  

 

  



                                    
 

Appendix 2:  Unclassified Executive Summaries from Winter Quarter Wargames 

 

 SOF Strategic Advantage in the South China Seas Wargame 
 

1. Problem Statement  

 

a. Objective: Explore key decision points at the CJSOTF level in arraying forces and responding to crisis 

events within the INDOPACOM AOR. Of particular interest is the tradeoffs of various force postures 

and potential for SOF to integrate with MDTF responses to crisis events which cross the threshold of 

conflict, but do not transition into Large Scale Combat Operations (LSCO).  

 

b. Key Issues. 

 

i. Identify the minimum force and capability package 1st SFG(A) should persistently, 

and episodically, forward deploy to enable immediate support to the MDTF upon the transition to 

conflict. (Current force laydown will be utilized.) 
 

ii. Identify how SOF operations add value to MDTF without creating redundant capabilities 
 

iii. Identify opportunities and friction points in command relationships between the MDTF and the 

SOJTF.(difficult to illuminate within wargame parameters without focusing the wargame on staff 

functions). 

 

iv. Simulate the tension of limited command and control of disparate tactical units operating in a 

denied environment after a rapid transition to conflict. 
 

2. Scenario  

 

a. Environment: The war game is built on the pretense of the upcoming FORAGER 21 exercise.  With 

SOF elements forward deployed to the INDOPACOM AOR, a crisis event occurs, greatly increasing 

tensions between China and the United States. 

 

b. Road to War: 

  

i. This is an any given Tuesday event and the scenario begins with the current status quo that exists within 

the INDOPACOM AOR, to include current USSOF element locations.  The geographic region includes what is 

commonly referred to as the first Island Chain.  The nation-states at play are Vietnam, Thailand, 

Malaysia/Singapore, the Philippines, and the Korean Peninsula.  Additionally, based on its highly contentious 

status the island of Taiwan is also in play.   
 

ii. Road to War:  It is the summer of 2021. China has continued expanding its influence throughout 

the Indo-Pacific Command (INDOPACOM) Area of Operations (AOR) and around the world to challenge U.S. 

hegemony.  China is using multiple methods outside of international norms (mainly established by the U.S. and 

its allies), such as theft of intellectual property, unfair trade practices, infrastructure for debt policies with 

foreign nations, and the building up of military bases on previously non-existent reefs in the first island chain.  

This push along a multitude of domains for control and influence within INDOPACOM creates the potential for 

several planned and unintended escalatory events to occur.  All these actions lead to the isolation of the 

INDOPACOM area from the United States’ influence which is unacceptable to the United States.  In response 



                                    
 

to these challenges, USPACOM has established a Multi-Domain Task Force (MDTF) tasked with countering 

Chinese provocations in the South China Sea. All US operations, to include SOF, must support these MDTF 

operations. If China’s challenge is not answered soon, it could set a sphere of influence completely devoid of 

United States interests making it incredibly difficult to re-enter without significant costs. 

 

 

3. Player Role List  

 

a. This game consists of two players or two player groups.  One red-side, representing Chinese strategic 

decision makers; and the US SOF-side, represented by the CJSOTF CDR (or his staff if played as a 

group). 

 

i. The China player(s) intent is to create the most beneficial strategic position for China based on 

the crisis events (whether intentional or inadvertent).  To do this, the player must choose strategic actions that 

advance Chinese control of a situation and prevent U.S. SOF from accomplishing its supporting operations to 

the MDTF responses.  This must be accomplished WITHOUT escalating the crisis to a Large-Scale Combat 

Operation (LSCO) event – defined as kinetic operations leading to conflict between large military formations  

The Chinese player(s) begins with all of the strategic advantage and if the US SOF Player is unable to shift the 

advantage into their favor the Chinese player wins the round. 

 

ii. The US SOF player(s) intent is to position forces appropriately to enable the execution of the 

SOF operations as dictated by the MDTF tasking requirements.  The US SOF player must make decisions based 

on MDTF tasking requirements. The SOF player gets to decide whether the task is best accomplished overtly or 

covertly, and unilaterally or partnered, when applicable. The US SOF player improves their strategic advantage 

based on how rapidly they accomplish their SOF tasks, as dictated by the MDTF’s response to the crisis. By 

conducting successful operations, the US SOF player gradually shifts the advantage from the China towards the 

US.  US SOF wins the round if they are able to accomplish the majority of their tasks as assigned by the MDTF.   
 

a. Available Resources  

 

i. The Chinese player(s) control key strategic capabilities tailored to deny the US SOF player’s 

ability to influence the crisis. These capabilities include Anti Access Area Denial (A2AD) systems, Electronic 

Warfare (EW) assets, deploying advisor teams, stalling, executing shows of force, and diplomatic de-escalation 

efforts. Of note, the Chinese capabilities are simulated as strategic capabilities, not individual units of action. 

 

ii. The US SOF player controls CJSOTF levels units of maneuver based on the existing force 

structure in theatre. These units include SFOD-A’s, SFOD-B’s, Civil Affairs teams, Psyops teams, and 

SOFLE’s. SFOD-A’s, Civil Affairs teams, and Psyops teams provided the player the capability to execute 

specific tasks assigned by the MDTF, while AOB’s and SOFLE’s provided benefits to improve the individual 

elements effectiveness. 

 

 

4. Wargame Description:  

 

a. Wargame Design: This wargame employed a hybrid seminar/system typology, mixed information 

format. The graphic display represents the South China Sea region with overlays depicting the array of forces, 

crisis dynamics, and reference charts. Once each crisis initiated, each player had four turns (weeks) to maximize 

their strategic advantage in the crisis. In addition to the interactions depicted within the simulation, each turn 

was augmented by an open seminar discussion, that did not affect the game play but provided additional outputs 



                                    
 

that reinforced our results. Each player was deliberately chosen based on SOF experience at the tactical and 

operational level in the AOR and would answer a series of questions designed to allow them to respond to 

events in the game without the limitation of the game mechanics.   

 

b. Wargame Execution: Each player’s turn replicated approximately one week. Each turn began with the 

Chinese player introducing either a crisis (in turn 1) or deploying a capability (turns 2-4) to capitalize on the 

crisis and prevent US SOF from achieving their objectives.  US SOF’s turn consisted of two phases: movement 

and action. During the movement phase, the US SOF player could cue individual units for movement within the 

AOR and deploy them into the desired country. During the action phase, the US SOF player could elect to 

accomplish as many of his assigned tasks as desired in support of the MDTF. In order to attempt MDTF tasks, 

the US SOF player need to have the correct capability in the desired country. At the end of four turns, the 

Chinese and US SOF player received a strategic advantage score and the board was reset. Four turns composed 

a “round”, two turns composed a “game”, and three games composed a “campaign”. 

 

 

5. Methods, Models, and Tools (MMTs).  

 

a. Adjudication: Stochastic probabilities composed the primary mechanism of adjudication throughout the 

game, with limited oversight by a neutral adjudicator. When either the Chinese or US SOF player attempted to 

leverage a capability or accomplish a task involving some element of chance, stochastic probability was used to 

simulate chance. The game rules provided a baseline probability for success, which the players could increase 

or decrease based on other decisions within the game (e.g. the decision to execute an action covertly vs overtly). 

While the adjudicator maintained the ability to modify outcomes or make amendments to game rules based on 

player feedback, the preferred mechanism for capturing this feedback was the player’s qualitative feedback 

interview, rather than modifications to the game.  

 

b. Player Feedback/updates: The players received feedback on the success of their action in real time to 

both players and the adjudicator confirming the random probability. As events occurred within the game, the 

results and progress were further depicted on an analog graphic interface via tracking cards embedded in the 

display for dynamics such as escalation level, units in available, and score. 

 

6. Key Constraints, Limitations, and Assumptions 

 

a. Constraints: The most significant constraint imposed on this wargame was time. Within a span of 

approximately 11 weeks (44 hours of collaboration), the group needed to develop an understanding of 

wargaming fundamentals and then design, develop, and execute the wargame, to include post-game analysis.  

 

b. Limitations. The most significant limitation on wargame remains the scope of the problem set. By 

focusing on the vast array of scenarios possible within the INDOPACOM AOR, the game may accurately 

emphasize key dilemmas facing ARSOF commanders in the AOR but lacks the depth to simulate any specific 

scenario in substantial depth. A lack of joint SOF participation also imposed a second limitation as the study 

group only included representation from the Army SF and Army CA communities. While the mechanics of the 

game may function for other SOF elements such as NSW or AFSOC, this team lacked the requisite knowledge, 

or available research hours, to capture their capabilities in adequate depth. 

 

c. Assumptions. Given the range of possible scenarios, the study team relied upon several assumptions 

agreed upon with the sponsor to refine the scope of the wargame. This wargame assumed that a crisis event 

would result in the potential for limited conflict between the PRC and US with both sides actively attempting to 

avoid LSCO. As a derivative of that baseline assumption, this wargame did not include any options for strikes 



                                    
 

against either sovereign PRC or US territory. It further assumed that U.S. Allies and partners in the region 

would coalesce around the US strategic objectives and at least passively support these objectives.  

 

7. Findings.  

 

a. Identify the minimum force and capability package 1st SFG(A) should persistently, and episodically, 

forward deploy to enable immediate support to the MDTF upon the transition to conflict.  

i. While our analytical methodology did not reveal a specific recommended force laydown, it did 

highlight the importance of agility over a specific force disposition. In most iterations, SOF’s chances of 

success depended on how rapidly they could transition elements from their steady state position to responding 

the crisis, rather than simply how many elements were already available in the crisis country.  This includes 

ensuring in-theater forces maintain the requisite training and equipment to facilitate rapid mission changes and 

maintaining reliable partnerships with allied SOF to ensure an established working relationship when crisis 

occurs. 
 

b. Identify how SOF operations add value to MDTF without creating redundant capabilities.  
i. Agility: With a persistent presence in multiple countries and versatile units of action, SOF can 

begin responding to crisis events while the larger conventional force mobilizes and prepares courses of action. 

ii. Small footprint with low signature: Given the inherent risks of escalation with any conflict 

between the US and PRC, maintaining options with “low escalation cost” provides significant value to any 

party involved. By emphasizing a “by, with, and through” approach and maintaining the capability to deploy 

scalable advisory teams, SOF can provide options that demonstrate resolve and limit threat courses of action, 

without the risks to escalation inherent in responding with conventional force packages. 

iii. Access and Placement: Persistent SOF elements or SOF Liaisons enhance responsiveness of the 

not only SOF Forces, but all US force mobilization in and out of a given country.  

 

c. Simulate the tension of limited command and control of disparate tactical units operating in a denied 

environment after a rapid transition to conflict. 

i. During the research and design phase of the project, after consulting with several Chinese 

strategy experts, the study group identified no probable scenario in which SOF would transition from a 

“persistent presence” to a denied environment without a deliberate decision to insert elements into the contested 

area. 

ii. While Chinese A2AD capabilities will limit US COAs in a crisis scenario, employing A2AD 

systems during a crisis also leaves those same systems vulnerable to counterattack. Therefore, any employment 

of A2AD to actively target and destroy aircraft or surface vessels will be selective based on the perceived threat 

to the PRC.  

iii. While this study addressed a broad range of scenarios and therefore did not address any 

particular scenario in depth, the study group’s analysis of PRC electronic warfare capabilities highlights the 

importance of maintaining at least two complete communications plans: one based on civilian phone/internet 

and another based on military radio/satellite.  
 

 

 
Study Team: MAJ Christopher Pinkerton, MAJ Benjamin Arbitter, MAJ Canyon Yeamans, MAJ Barbara Plotkin and  

MAJ Alex Plotkin 

 

Sponsor POC: MAJ Greg Ross – gregory.j.ross@socom.mil 

  

mailto:gregory.j.ross@socom.mil


                                    
 

  

 

SOF and the Competition Conflict Continuum Wargame 

1. Problem Statement: 

 a. Objective:  Propose the requisite capabilities, force posture, and organizational mission command structure that 

Joint Special Operations Forces (SOF) should employ during the phase of persistent competition to be successful against a 

peer adversary in armed conflict in INDOPACOM. 

 b. Key issues: 

i. Propose capabilities, force posture, and command structure. 

  ii.  Ensure the proposed capabilities, force posture, and command structure enable the Joint force to return from 

armed conflict to competition in a position of advantage. 

  iii.  Identify efficiencies the Joint Force can gain through SOF partnership with the Army’s Multi-Domain Task 

Force, and how those efficiencies impact the outcomes above. 

 

2. Scenario:  

 a. Environment: The game scenario takes place in a contemporary (2021) Southeast and East Asia environment. 

 b. Road to War:  

  i. The scenario begins when Thailand—in response to rising tensions with China—increases its river 

police presence in the Golden Triangle region. The tensions are a result of China’s upriver hydroelectric dams and their 

subsequent retention of water, which reduces Thai farmer crops. Subsequently, China’s increased participation in joint 

river patrols with Laos are encroaching near the Thai border. In this period of increased tensions, there is a reported 

exchange of fire between a Thai River Police boat and a Chinese Border Police boat. During the exchange, the Thai police 

boat allegedly struck the Chinese boat, causing it to sink along with eleven Chinese crew members. Five surviving 

crewmembers were detained by the Thai police and are being held for questioning. It is unclear at this time which side 

initiated the attack, but the official reports from both governments claim the other country is at fault. China has demanded 

an official apology and the immediate release of the five crewmembers. Thailand has refused and demands China remove 

all forces while they complete a full investigation.  

  ii. Concurrently, a 7.7 magnitude earthquake has struck the island of Taiwan, devastating the populace 

and infrastructure. The death toll is still mounting, but it is the most significant earthquake since 1999, when an estimated 

2,415 people died. China offered humanitarian assistance to Taiwan and attempted to send military aid across the strait. 

Taiwan refused and blocked the PLA’s passage.  In response, the United States offered humanitarian assistance to Taiwan 

and redirected the USS Nimitz carrier strike group from Freedom of Navigation Operations (FONOPS) near Japan, as 

well as the USNS Mercy hospital ship. China decried the move and has told the United States to stay out of domestic 

affairs. China believes the US is actually mobilizing the fleet in order to intervene in the China-Thai crisis.  China warns 

the US that it will establish an exclusion zone around Taiwan to prevent any military interference with the disaster relief 

operations, as well as an exclusion zone in the South China Sea (SCS) to prevent passage through to intervene on behalf 

of Thailand. 

 

3. Player Role List.  

a. Blue Player represented the Joint SOF Commander in the area of responsibility (AOR) 



                                    
 

  i.  Objectives:  1) To work by, with, and through partner nations in order to contain the escalation of conflict in 

the China-Thai crisis. 2) Create multiple security dilemmas for the PRC to prevent them from expanding the conflict in 

the region. 3) Create and exploit windows of opportunity to return to competition in a position of advantage.  

  ii.  Available Resources:  Joint SOF in persistent and episodic platforms forward deployed throughout the AOR, 

including Special Forces Operational Detachments Alpha (SFODA) and Bravo (SFODB), Tactical Psychological 

Operations (PSYOP) Teams (TPT) and Military Information Support Teams (MIST), Civil Affairs Teams (CAT) and 

Civil Military Operation Centers (CMOC), Marine Special Operations Teams (MSOT), and Naval Special Warfare Units 

(NSWU) or SEALs.  Partner nation (PN) forces were also available for combined operations.  The U.S. Army Multi-

Domain Task Force (MDTF) was also available for kinetic and non-kinetic fires, to include cyber, electronic warfare 

(EW), and space capabilities. Actions that could be taken corresponded with doctrinal SOF functions, i.e. Special 

Reconnaissance (SR), Foreign Internal Defense (FID), Security Force Assistance (SFA), Unconventional Warfare (UW), 

Inform & Influence Operations, Civil Affairs actions, etc. 

  iii. Relationships:  The blue player acted as the Joint SOF Commander throughout the AOR that had full control 

over SOF and could also leverage MDTF as appropriate. 

 

 b.  Red Player represented the People’s Republic of China (PRC) full range of Instruments of National Power 

DIME-FIL 

  i.  Objectives:  1) To terminate the China-Thai conflict quickly and decisively with Thailand meeting your terms. 

2) Prevent the United States or its allies from intervening in Thailand or any other regional or domestic affair. 3) Maintain 

domestic stability and allegiance to the party. 4) Create and exploit windows of opportunity to return to competition in a 

position of advantage  

  ii.  Available Resources:  The PRC’s whole-of-government instruments of national power DIME-FIL 

(Diplomatic Information Military Economic Financial Intelligence & Law Enforcement) were at the player’s disposal.  

 

4. Wargame Description: 

 a. Wargame Design: This was a system wargame in a closed format using a shared game map for participant 

movement and to provide general situational awareness to both players. However, each player also played from a private 

map board so that neither player was aware of the opposing player’s actions until specific intelligence actions were 

conducted to detect them, whereupon that action would populate on their map board. The system portion of the game was 

characterized by the Joint SOF and PRC players competing for relative advantage over one another by taking various 

actions across the AOR. Each turn represented approximately one week. The Joint SOF player’s forces were 

prepositioned in the AOR at the start of the game and given the ability to move pieces throughout the AOR, as well as 

deploy additional forces from CONUS on the second turn. The Joint SOF player could then take different tactical SOF 

actions, often in conjunction with PN forces, to try to gain an advantage or create a dilemma for the PRC player to 

respond to (see 3.a.ii). Replicating the available capabilities available to China, the PRC player used operational and 

strategic level actions across the DIME-FIL spectrum. The success or failure of each player’s actions were determined by 

Stochastic probability. 

 b. Wargame Execution:  The wargame was executed over the course of two duty days. The Joint SOF player went 

first in response to the initial situation from the road to war scenario, followed by the PRC.  The Joint SOF player had the 

ability each turn to move forces into or across the AOR and/or take an action.  If forces deployed from CONUS, then the 

Joint SOF player would have to wait until the next turn to employ those forces in an effort to simulate the resources and 

length of time needed to conduct such movements.  However, if forces moved from one country to another within the 

AOR, then they could conduct subsequent actions within the same turn.  



                                    
 

  Action Points (AP) represented the finite time and resources available to each player, which were deducted for 

either movement or an action, and there were no different “phases” to a player’s turn, though generally the players sought 

to move their forces first before taking actions. APs were reset at the beginning of each turn, so there was no need to 

“save” APs for future use. However, if for example the PRC player expended APs to react to a Joint SOF player’s action 

conducted during the Joint SOF player’s turn, those APs were deducted from the PRC player’s next turn total, so there 

was incentive for the Joint SOF player to create dilemmas for the PRC player (and vice versa) in order to compel him to 

expend resources before his turn arrived. Adjudicators approved actions or results of actions when required.  

  After the players completed a turn, the adjudicators utilized a tally sheet to calculate the impact of all actions from 

that turn and how they affected the United States and China’s respective scores on the “Competition Continuum,” a 

sliding scale on the shared map board with potential scores from 0 to 180 and markers for both the United States and 

China. The Competition Continuum scores represented multiple factors for both the United States and China which 

included: international body approval (e.g. United Nations), PN support, neutral nation support, internal domestic support, 

and internal agency support. Elevated scores represented ability to conduct activities without protest. In contrast, low 

scores represented less support or even protest which limited abilities to conduct offensive actions. The Competition 

Continuum served as a gauge for each player and the adjudicators to reference and assess the relative status of conflict or 

crisis at any given moment in the game. 

 

5. Methods, Models, and Tools (MMTs). 

 a. Adjudication:  Adjudication was conducted primarily by Stochastic probability to determine the success of an 

action or not, to include the deployment of forces into or within the AOR.  Each turn by the Joint SOF player required a 

counterintelligence (CI) consideration to simulate the high CI environment of Asia while in competition and conflict with 

China.  Stochastic probability for actions and CI was used in conjunction with Country Status Codes (CSC) for the 

countries where the actions were to occur, with -1 to -6 representing countries friendly to China, 1 to 6 representing 

countries friendly to the United States, and 0 representing a neutral country.  The CSCs were determined by the 

relationship the United States or China had with a particular country and impacted the results of an action, i.e., greater 

chance of success in friendly countries (CSC of 1 to 6) or less chance of success in less friendly countries (CSC of 1 to 6).  

When each player’s turn concluded, the adjudicator scored each action taken by the player and calculated the relative loss 

or gain for both the Joint SOF player and PRC player respectively on the Competition Continuum.     

 b. Player Feedback/updates: A running tally of actions, results (successful or unsuccessful), and total remaining APs 

were maintained via whiteboard for the duration of the game to provide situational awareness for the Joint SOF player.  

The PRC players participated virtually, so updates were provided to them via voice over MS Teams so they could 

understand the state of play.  Significant updates from the adjudicators were relayed to both teams during the game, and a 

shared central map with detected blue and red force dispositions, Action Points per player, and current scores along the 

Competition Continuum was displayed via projector in the classroom and screen-shared over MS Teams.   

 

6. Key Constraints, Limitations, and Assumptions.  

 a. Constraints: The wargame must be conducted at the unclassified level and be completed by 12 March 2021. The 

map board should focus on SE Asia and the First Island Chain. Simulate down to the detachment level, but not below. 

Timeframe limited to the initial 30 days with no protracted conflict. 

 b. Limitations: The Joint SOF player’s use of predominately SOF to compete against the PRC team which had the 

full range of the Instruments of Power at its disposal. 

 c. Assumptions: The Joint SOF player had requisite authorities to conduct all actions. PRC A2AD will limit SOF 

actions and communications. PN forces will not give up SOF and will not place forces under US control, but they will 

support US objectives and provide resources. SOF will be in a supporting relationship to conventional forces during large 

scale conflict. There will be limited additional forces available for rapid deployment during the first 30 days. 



                                    
 

 

7. Findings:  

 

 a. Key Issue #1:  Propose capabilities, force posture, and command structure 

  i. Item:  Co-location and synchronization of various SOF capabilities in the AOR maximizes effects 

  Discussion: The Joint SOF Commander’s actions will be most effective when different SOF capabilities (SF, 

PSYOP, CA) are used synergistically and in conjunction with one another in a particular country. If one action is 

successful, supporting actions by adjacent forces will amplify the effect of that action (e.g. PSYOP messaging amplifying 

the effects of a positive Civic Action) 

  Recommendation:  1st SFG should consider, as much as feasible, to co-locate SF, PSYOP, and CA in partner 

countries throughout the INDOPACOM AOR in order to fully leverage each communities’ distinctive capabilities.  

  ii. Item: Counterintelligence and non-attribution is paramount. 

  Discussion: The PRC’s robust intelligence apparatus in the AOR will significantly limit the ability of SOF to 

conduct covert or clandestine operations. The PRC can adeptly leverage the Chinese diaspora and human intelligence 

(HUMINT), cyber and “smart city” technology, and other platforms to identify and publicize the presence of SOF in the 

AOR. 

  Recommendation: Every SOF action should have a pre-planned overt narrative that prevents the enemy from 

making false claims about SOF actions and that reinforces overt PN collaboration. 

  iii. Item: Military Deception (MILDEC), Operational Security (OPSEC), and Deception in support of 

OPSEC (DISO) capabilities to screen and protect SOF operations. 

  Discussion: Because the presence of SOF in the AOR will attract the attention of China during a crisis or conflict, 

SOF will need the capability to mask their location and activity. MILDEC and DISO have the ability to draw the enemy’s 

attention elsewhere and cause the enemy to spend critical time, resources, and manpower to confirm or deny the multitude 

of reported activities. MILDEC also has the ability to create “honeypots” that can lure enemy intel assets into detection by 

friendly forces. MILDEC can also generate misinformation and purposefully incomplete narratives about SOF activities 

so that if the enemy publicizes the misinformation in an attempt to create a scandal, SOF is prepared with a 

counternarrative that reveals the true event, thus discrediting the enemy’s propaganda. 

  Recommendation: Prioritize and increase CI, MILDEC, and DISO capabilities and training for all SOF and/or 

incorporate enablers with these functions into cross-functional teams. 

  iv. Item: The U.S. will have difficulty deploying additional forces into the AOR without signaling U.S. 

aggression. 

  Discussion: The PRC is likely to publicize SOF movements in the AOR to the international community and 

initiate a disinformation campaign to portray the United States as the aggressor. The PRC will likely use this message as 

leverage to pressure civil populaces in the AOR to protest against the increased U.S. military presence and to pressure 

governments to bar entry to the SOF teams. 

  Recommendation: Plan and rehearse low-visibility and non-standard deployment techniques to rapidly augment 

forces into theater. Plan and rehearse offset and dispersed movements of individual team members or pairs to avoid 

immediate detection by PRC. Revisit Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) with PNs to ensure contingency agreements for 

increased personnel in the event of crises. 

  v. Item: Civil Affairs (CA) presence in countries or movement between countries is less escalatory than 

other SOF entities. 



                                    
 

  Discussion: CA movements between countries in the AOR will be perceived with less hostility by the PRC than 

other SOF entities.  CA’s focus on meeting humanitarian needs of partner nations gives it more freedom to maneuver and 

will be less likely to escalate tensions with the PRC.  

 

  Recommendation: Request/increase Civil Military Support Element (CMSE) rotational deployments from the 95th 

CA BDE (A) to key countries in the region, particularly Taiwan and nations surrounding the SCS. In Taiwan, CA and 

SOF in general should consider partnering with the Military Police Command (MPC), which is responsible for the defense 

and civil support of all urban areas. They also facilitate the activation of reserve forces in urban centers. Because the MPC 

is a separate military service than the Taiwan Army (TA), they do not typically have a U.S. counterpart but would be a 

good partner force for SOF, especially CA and PSYOP forces. 

 

 b. Key Issue #2:  Ensure the proposed capabilities, force posture, and command structure enable the Joint force to 

return from armed conflict to competition in a position of advantage. 

  i. Item:  Escalation of hostilities will quickly outpace SOF’s ability to counter PRC. 

  Discussion:  The PRC will take full advantage of its instruments of national power to respond to a crisis in 

Taiwan, quickly escalating the conflict to a strategic instead of tactical or operational fight. This will limit the Joint SOF 

Commander’s ability to respond directly to China’s actions without recommending a national response from the U.S. 

government.  Nevertheless, China will remain highly interested in SOF’s activities in the AOR. SOF, as the only 

prepositioned element available to conduct operations in theater will have a significant impact on the conflict.  There is 

concern for strategic messaging—for both the PRC and the United States—of SOF’s presence and movement in countries 

throughout the AOR.  

  Recommendation:  When done unilaterally, tactical and operational SOF activities in competition and conflict 

will be quickly outmatched by the PRC. In contrast, when combined with a whole-of-government approach, SOF 

activities can have strategic effects which will create an advantage for the U.S. During escalation towards conflict, SOF 

should focus on creating windows of opportunity for U.S. “whole of government” responses. During open conflict, SOF 

should shift to imposing costs on the PRC and creating multiple dilemmas for them. 

  ii. Item: The PRC will likely remain in the gray zone of conflict below the threshold of armed conflict. 

Every action will also have an information/narrative component. 

  Discussion: The most significant impact of every PRC action or counter-action is likely not from the action itself, 

but nearly always will be from the information warfare component layered onto the action. Every message is likely to 

either portray the United States and its allies as the main aggressors or portrayed China as the victim that was unjustly 

wronged. These narratives are difficult for the Joint SOF Commander to counter or reverse without commensurate U.S. 

political and diplomatic actions. 

  Recommendation: SOF leaders at every level need to anticipate every adversary action in at least two dimensions: 

the action itself and the information warfare potential. One may be more significant than the other, but SOF needs the 

capacity to anticipate and react quickly to counter or reduce the effect of both the action and narrative. Every SOF action 

should have a pre-planned narrative or information support plan or contingency branch plan to preempt potential PRC 

counter-narratives. 

  iii. The PRC’s counteractions to SOF operations will not necessarily be directly or tactically 

commensurate, but more likely will be targeted against strategic reach-back support instead. 

  Discussion: The PRC’s reaction to SOF operations will infrequently directly counter them or target the teams 

themselves. Instead, the PRC will seek to cut off the Joint SOF Commander’s link to strategic support and 



                                    
 

communications by leveraging the diplomatic, information, military (A2AD), intelligence, and law enforcement 

instruments of power. 

  Recommendation: In anticipation of degraded or denied communication linkage with the U.S. strategic support 

area, ensure all SOF personnel understand the relevant OPLAN and CONPLANs related to their region in the AOR prior 

to deployment. This understanding will enable forward decentralized operations that will automatically nest with the 

greater Joint Force plan without the need for continual communication with higher. 

 

  iv. Item: The PRC will likely conduct “decision warfare” against the Joint SOF Commander in order to 

prohibit freedom of action, freedom of maneuver, and decentralized command and control (C2) capabilities. 

  Discussion: The PRC will attempt to force every SOF decision to come from Washington, knowing that 

micromanagement from the highest-level thousands of miles away would effectively strip the Joint SOF Commander’s 

ability to do anything. The PRC will attempt to make every SOF action appear as an aggressive act or diplomatic 

blundering, not only to try and oust the teams from that country (persona non grata), but also to force the hand of senior 

U.S. decision makers to halt any further action from the Joint SOF Commander in order to reduce potential blowback in 

the international arena. Nothing will be off-limits for the PRC to escalate to the political or diplomatic level. 

  Recommendation: The dynamic of “decision warfare” and “decision dominance” and their potential impact on 

effective SOF C2 must be at the center of any contingency plan involving crisis or conflict with China. Future wargames 

and exercises should incorporate this dynamic and should be the primary objective for the U.S. to identify and counter. 

  c. Key Issue #3:  Identify efficiencies the Joint Force can gain through SOF partnership with the Army’s Multi-

Domain Task Force, and how those efficiencies impact the outcomes above. 

  i. Item:  Difficulty in leveraging MDTF during early stages of conflict 

  Discussion:  The lack of prepositioned or predetermined MDTF capabilities risks leaving the Joint SOF 

Commander to request ad hoc executions. This, in combination with limited conventional military kinetic or non-kinetic 

capabilities, will hinder the Joint SOF commander from providing in theater responses to China’s actions. If conflict with 

China is relatively short, the MDTF will be of limited utility when China’s extensive A2/AD capabilities are taken into 

account. 

  Recommendation: 1st SFG should train and conduct frequent joint exercises with the MDTF to explore possible 

employment concepts in both nonrestrictive competition and severely restricted armed conflict environments. In addition 

to the training and exercises, MDTF should provide the Joint SOF commander and their staff a detailed description of the 

suite of capabilities well before assuming responsibility of the mission. Providing this during a deployment or post 

initiation of hostilities will limit the usefulness of MDTF support. 1st SFG should also explore the possibility of 

incorporating MDTF/I2CEWS cells or liaisons into forward persistent platforms—most notably JTF-IP, but also 

potentially SOCKOR, Okinawa, Guam etc. 

  ii. Item: Additional persistent and episodic Joint Force platforms in the AOR could further enhance SOF 

operations. 

  Discussion: One of the greatest assets that SOF bring to the fight is their persistent forward deployed platforms 

and the relationships and networks these bring. Some other U.S. platforms in the INDOPACOM AOR include: SFAB 

Advisor Teams (AT), NG State Partnership Program (SPP), the Asia Pacific Counter IED Fusion Center (APCFC), the 

Joint POW/MIA Accounting Command, Security Assistance Training Management Organization (SATMO) Technical 

Assistance Fielding Teams (TAFT), Navy Seabees Underwater Construction Teams (UCT), USAF Civic Action Teams 

(CAT), 351st CA BDE (California Reserves), and 7th PSYOP Group (California Reserves). All of these units maintain 

habitual relationships and presence in the AOR. In the event of large scale conflict, SOF could extend its network with 

personnel from these organizations who are forward deployed at the time. 



                                    
 

  Recommendation: Establish relationships with other persistent and episodic platforms in the AOR in order to 

leverage their relationships and networks, and to extend operations as needed if conflict erupts. 

 

Study Team: MAJ John Waits, Maj Brian Branagan, CW3 Jay Gambill and Lt Col Bayasgala Lkhagvasuren (Mongolian 

Army) 

Sponsor POC: Gregory J. Ross MAJ, SF, A Co. 2/1 SFG(A) ; NIPR: gregory.j.ross@socom.mil    
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Red Tide Rising Wargame 

1. Problem Statement. 

a. Objective:   Assist decision-makers on what, where, and how Special Operations Forces (SOF) should be 

employed within INDOPACOM from steady-state competition through the conflict continuum’s escalation into the initial 

phases of Large-Scale Combat Operations (LSCO). 

  b. Key issues: 

i. Determine how Special Forces (SF) can best support the Conventional Force (CF) fight. 

 Determine what should be SF’s primary missions during the initial phases of LSCO. 

ii. Identify the most effective contribution of SF to SOF/CF Integration, Interdependence, and Inter-operability 

(I3) during LSCO in INDOPACOM. 

iii. Determine what geographic locations within INDOPACOM best allow SF to rapidly transition from 

competition to conflict.  

 

2. Scenario:  

a. Environment: The game scenario takes place in contemporary 2021 (Any given Tuesday) in a Southeast and 

East Asia environment. 

b. Road to War: 

i. Strategic conditions: ODAs and other SOF forces are distributed across the PACOM AOR conducting 

standard Foreign Internal Defense (FID) and Joint Combined Exchange Training (JCET) missions with various U.S. 

partner nations. Operations are steady state and in line with Great Power Competition (GPC). Chinese military posturing 

and assertiveness has progressively increased.  

ii. Operational conditions: 1st Special Forces Group-Airborne (1st SFG(A)) is continuing to execute Theater 

Security Cooperation Program (TSCP) engagements across the INDOPACOM Area of Responsibility (AOR).  The last 

several years have only deepened ties with traditional allies—namely the Philippines, Thailand, Indonesia, and 

Japan.  This is reflected in a permanent presence in the Philippines (2x SFODA, 1x AOB), a consistent presence in South 

Korea (2x SFODA, 1x AOB) and a heavy rotational presence of SFODA’s in Thailand, South Korea, and Japan.  In 

China, the PRC is beginning to maneuver forces from the various military districts into something resembling a strike 

package.  Its destination?  Unknown.  Maneuvers by the PRC navy along the coast only serve to muddy the waters.  The 

pressing question remains—where is the PRC heading, and what do they intend to do?  

iii. Tactical Conditions:  

a. BLUFOR--You are the commander of 1st SFG(A).  Yesterday you were informed by the commander of 

JTF that you are being appointed the Commander of CJSOTF-RT (Combined Joint Special Operations Task Force—Red 

Tide).  The CJSOTF is tasked to “provide SOF effects” for a newly created Multi-Domain Task Force. (MDTF) 

b. REDFOR--You are the commander of the newly formed “115th Multi-Domain Strike Group of the 

Peoples’ Liberation Army”.  In a personal meeting with president Xi Jinping yesterday, you were brought into the 

innermost circle of trust.  President Xi does not trust his general staff and fears a popular revolt.  He has entrusted you to 

“Give us a military victory.  And fast”.  You realize that the American intelligence networks run deep, and you have 

limited time. 

 

3. Player Role List.  

a. Blue Player (CJSOTF-RT Commander) 

 i.  Objectives:  Array forces within theater to best support allied and partner forces.  Deter Chinese 

aggression where possible and work by, with, and through partner nations to impose costs on the PRC.  

Create dilemmas for the PRC to split assets between key terrain (e.g. Spratly Islands and Taiwan).   

 



                                    
 

ii.  Available Resources:  Two Advanced Operating Base (AOB) headquarters, one in South Philippines, 

one in Korea.  Six Special Forces Operational Detachments-Alpha (SFOD-A) with two arrayed in Korea, two in South 

Philippines, and two conducting TSCP engagements throughout the AOR.  2x US naval assets postured off the east coast 

of the Philippines.  Partner nation forces (Taiwanese Defense Force) arrayed across the island of Taiwan.  Actions that can 

be taken include infil of forces to a specific country, maneuver of those forces within the country, and various SOF 

functions—specifically Special Reconnaissance (SR), Direct Action (DA) —to include call for fire, sabotage, and raids), 

Security Force Assistance (SFA), and Foreign Internal Defense (FID). 

iii. Relationships:  Blue player acts as the commander of CJSOTF-RT for the duration of the game.  Blue 

player can maneuver forces as needed and leverage US naval assets where required.  Blue play cannot directly maneuver 

partner force units.  

b. Red Player (Commander of 115th Multi-Domain Strike Group)  

i.  Objectives:  Exert PRC influence either in the South China Sea, or Taiwan, or both.  Focus national 

attention away from core grievances and towards an external threat analogous to PRC activity during the 1958 Taiwan 

Strait Incident.  If possible, execute the reunification of Taiwan with mainland China by taking advantage of the 

escalation of force to seize long term PRC objectives.   

ii.  Resources:  People’s Liberation Army (PLA), PLA Navy, significant Anti-Access Area Denial 

(A2AD) systems.   

 

 

4. Wargame Description: 

a. Wargame Design: The wargame was a hexagonal war game focused at the high tactical or low operational 

level.  Whereas REDFOR were constrained by a need to consolidate combat power (maneuver elements from the nation’s 

interior to ports of embarkation), BLUFOR was restricted by friction in infiltration to the appropriate portions of the 

AOR.  REDFOR and BLUFOR compete for relative advantage by: REDFOR-seizing key “victory point producing” 

terrain, killing Taiwanese maneuver units, killing SFOD-As or SFOD-Bs; BLUFOR-submitting BORIS reports, executing 

operations against PRC formations, killing A2AD assets.  “Operations Cards” (OPS Cards) were used to determine what 

operational effects BLUFOR could have on REDFOR, and dice were used to simulate Clausewitzian friction, chance, and 

statistical probability of success/failure.  

b. Wargame Execution:  The wargame was executed over one day and two sessions using subject matter experts 

drawn from the NPS community.  Initially BLUFOR would array forces in theater based on dice rolls (tied to probability 

of TSCP rotations in each of the countries), and attempt to move forces where they were best suited to counter PRC 

activities.  REDFOR massed combat power then seized the Spratly Islands, Paracel Islands, and execute a Joint Forcible 

Entry (JFE) in central Taiwan.  Once BLUFOR, REDFOR, and GREENFOR were engaged in open conflict (determined 

by a PRC overtly aggressive act such as locking down the South China Sea or infiltrating Taiwan), points were accrued by 

executing a suite of operations, gathering Boris points, and executing deep-penetration strikes against PRC A2AD 

systems.  REDFOR maneuvered forces into Taiwan and executed a systematic seizure and clearance of the island.   

 

5. Methods, Models, and Tools (MMTs). 

a. Adjudication:  All adjudication was executed by either use of dice or by predetermined rules briefed prior to 

gameplay.  Dice rolls were used to simulate success of BLUFOR infil, scope of massed combat power (REDFOR), 

success of REDFOR attack, survival of BLUFOR when in defense, survival of GREENFOR when in defense, and success 

of BLUFOR operations.  Pre-existing rules were used along with OPS Cards to adjudicate feasibility of missions (e.g. 

BLUFOR can only execute a suppression of enemy air defense [SEAD] with follow on air interdiction [AI] mission if US 

naval assets are within range).  Success of infil by BLUFOR was tied to location of REDFOR A2AD assets (e.g. six sided 

dye roll of 3 or better for success for uncontested infil, dye roll of 6 for successful contested infil).  At the conclusion of 

each turn, the referee tallied REDFOR and BLUFOR points to determine victory at the conclusion of turn 10.   



                                    
 

 

b. Player Feedback/updates: Player feedback was compiled using two approaches.  During gameplay, each side 

(REDFOR and BLUFOR) was debriefed while the other team played.  This resulted in a running list of successes or 

failures by each side.  Additionally, following the completion of the execution block, both teams were debriefed in a 

formal AAR process.   

 

6.  Key Constraints, Limitations, and Assumptions. 

  

a. Constraints: Wargame must represent the first 30 days of conflict starting with standard TSCP operations 

and escalating into the opening phases of Large-Scale Combat Operations (LSCO). 

b. Limitations: Understanding of the AOR, knowledge of PRC capabilities, limited understanding of the 

logistical footprint required in INDOPACOM. 

c. Assumptions:  

i. The scenario will be limited geographically (South East Asia and 1st and 2nd Island Chains)  

ii. SF units will be able to penetrate the A2AD bubble except onto mainland China.  

iii. CF and SF operating systems are compatible.  

iv. SF units will have full communication capabilities.  

v. SF will operate in a comms denied/degraded environment.  

vi. Local PF and regular/irregular forces will share US campaign objectives and demonstrate resolve 

by providing resources.  

vii. The enemy is the PRC (no 3rd party intervention).  

viii. Permissions and authorities are immaterial. All permissions and authorities required to 

accomplish the mission are considered granted.   

ix. The size of the formation committed is 2x ODBs and 6x ODAs.  

x. SOF is in a supporting relationship to CF during LSCO.  

xi. SF reporting on enemy operations is of value to the Multi-Domain Task Force (MDTF).  

xii. Trigger for conflict was the invasion of Taiwan and shutting down of shipping lanes in the South 

China Sea.  
 

 

7. Findings:   

a. Key Issue #1:  How are SF efforts supporting the CF fight? What problems are the CF experiencing that SF can 

address? 

Item:  SF integration with partner units facilitates command and control. 

Discussion:  The wargame demonstrated that SF’s most valuable contribution to a PRC invasion of Taiwan is a 

partnership with Taiwanese units as an advisor force as well as persistent reporting to higher headquarters. In the first 30 

days of the conflict, it is unlikely that significant coalition forces can mass rapidly enough to prevent a PRC incursion due 

to space and time challenges. The SF units within the region will have the capability to respond to the crisis promptly. 

Partnership with Taiwanese units would enhance their combat capability enough to delay PRC units’ advance and allow 

additional time to mobilize and deploy US CF. SF reporting would also provide higher headquarters real-time information 

of operations on the ground, targeting information, current threat posture, and recommended debarkation points for CF 

units. An SF ODA will have a limited impact against a PRC BN or BDE; thus, its value is working with and through a 

partner force to achieve effects. 

Recommendation:  SF units should partner with friendly partner units and be prepared to guide and facilitate staff 

functions, operations, targeting, and logistics. Simultaneously, SF units should conduct reporting as often as the situation 

allows. Once CF is on the ground, SF units should remain partnered with indigenous units to facilitate command and 

control, fires, and serve as Special Operations Forces Liaison Elements (SOFLE) to ensure unity of effort throughout the 



                                    
 

coalition. ODA’s training should focus on facilitating partner force staff functions and targeting. Units should deploy with 

the full spectrum of communications capabilities and be proficient in their use. 

b. Key Issue #2:  What should be SF’s primary mission sets during LSCO? (Targeting of A2/AD systems through 

SR/DA or FID with coalition forces to facilitate integration and unity of effort?) 

 

Issue:  SF Guiding and facilitating partner force operations greatly enabled their combat effectiveness. 

Discussion:  SF units’ primary mission set during LSCO should be an advise and assist role with partner forces to 

facilitate and enable their operations. SF units should provide frequent, clear, and accurate reports to higher that answer 

CCIR and assists in decision-making as CF units mobilize and deploy. Information for these reports can be sourced 

through the partner force or SR missions. DA missions will be minimal but, when required to facilitate the entry of Joint 

Force, critical. SF units should be prepared to conduct unilateral or partnered direct action raids against enemy 

infrastructure, thereby facilitating Joint Forces’ Entry. 

Recommendation:  SF units’ primary mission set during LSCO should be an advise and assist role with 

partner forces to facilitate and enable their operations. SF units should provide frequent, clear, and accurate 

reports to higher that answer CCIR and assists in decision-making as CF units mobilize and deploy. Partner force 

elements can provide intelligence sharing from their own SR operations. DA missions will be minimal but, when 

required to facilitate the entry of the Joint Force, critical. SF units should be prepared to conduct unilateral or 

partnered direct action raids against enemy infrastructure, thereby facilitating Joint Forces’ Entry. Considering 

how difficult it is to facilitate SOF to CF comms, planners should seek to preaddress this issue prior to conflict. 

c. Key Issue #3: What is the most effective contribution from SF to SOF/CF I3 during LSCO in INDOPACOM? 

(e.g. penetrate the A2/AD bubble? Move PF/connective tissue?) 

 

Issue:  SF Facilitation of Joint Effects 

Discussion: SF’s most influential contribution is enhancing Taiwanese combat capability through partnership and 

reporting to higher targets and situations. The most responsive CF assets available within the first 30 days will be the US 

Navy and Air Force. SF units should provide terminal guidance of Naval and Air munitions against enemy threats to 

facilitate partner force operations or alleviate pressure on friendly forces. ODB’s and ODA’s provide enhanced combat 

effectiveness to partner forces by guiding staff functions and coordinating and synchronizing information and intel. While 

a partner force may not defeat a PRC unit, the presence of an ODA/ODB does enhance its combat capability and impose 

higher costs on the PRC. 

Recommendation:  1st SFG should prioritize fires focused training to include low-density surface-to-surface fires 

platforms (specifically naval gunfire).  Joint training with US Marine Corps Air Naval Gunfire Liaison Companies 

(ANGLICO) would provide an opportunity to gain access to these assets.  Additionally, SOF, Marine ANGLICO and 

other U.S. Forces should preestablish and rehearse communications structures to facilitate rapid reporting, targeting, or 

terminal guidance should competition rapidly escalate to conflict.  

d. Key Issue #4: What geographic locations within INDOPACOM best allow SF to transition from competition to 

LSCO rapidly?  

 

Issue: Readiness for Change of Mission during TSCP 

Discussion: SF units should be prepared to change missions and deploy to the area of conflict rapidly. Delayed 

decision-making and deployment will only increase the difficulties of inserting an ODA into the conflict. It will also 

degrade SF’s ability to establish systems with the partner force and work with and through them to achieve effects.   

Recommendation: SF units should be geographically placed in locations that allow rapid deployment to the area 

of conflict.  SF units should deploy to TSCP engagements and JCETs with the weapons and equipment needed to respond 



                                    
 

to conflict. SF units should especially focus on deploying with comms equipment since other equipment such as weapons, 

rations, vehicles, etc. can be sourced from the partner nation—comms equipment cannot. Additionally, the TSOC must be 

prepared administratively to assist the SF units within theater to re-mission quickly (VISAs, customs, etc.).  Recommend a 

consistent presence in Taiwan either under the auspices of TSCP (ODA missions), or an LNO package.  Having a 

consistent presence with a deliberate Preparation of the Environment (PE) focus could increase the ability to have effects 

in the AOR significantly.  We acknowledge that this may not be feasible due to diplomatic tensions/realities on the 

ground.  

e. Key Issue #5: What effect is the CJSOTF trying to achieve? 

Issue: Inability of SOF to counter REDFOR CF directly 

Discussion: CJSOTF and its subordinate units’ most significant effect will be delaying the advance of PRC units. 

SOF units cannot affect PRC units in a meaningful way directly. However, the CJSOTF and subordinate unit’s partnership 

with Taiwanese units mutually enhance their combat capability and meaningfully stymies PRC operations. The additional 

time purchased by CJSOTF facilitates the CF’s entry into the theater and illuminates them to the operational environment 

they are entering.   

Recommendation: CJSOTF should seek to set the CF conditions and delay PRC operations until naval and ground 

forces can arrive. CJSOTF should provide SITREPS focused on enabling the CF JFE.   

f. Key Issue #6: What types of PRC actions trigger force reallocations? 

Issue: SF HQ’s must be ready to flex forces in theater based on indicators 

Discussion: Buildup of PRC Forces that indicate an invasion of a sovereign nation should trigger SF units’ 

reallocation at the earliest opportunity to that region.   

Recommendation: SF units should be immediately deployed to the threatened region. Delayed deployment of SF 

units to the region of conflict reduces the time available to establish systems with the supported partner force and the 

deployment options should the PRC establish an A2/AD bubble around the contested region. As discussed earlier, while 

SF units cannot stop PRC Forces, SF can potentially slow PRC advance, thus buying time to deploy and mobilize CF.  

g. Key Issue #7: What should SF provide WRT fires? 

Issue: SF’s role as a fires sensor 

Discussion: While SF ODA’s do not have an organic fires capability, the US Navy and Airforce do. SF integrated 

into a partner nation’s intelligence and targeting cell provides both the US Navy and the Airforce the real-time 

information required to execute observed and unobserved fires.   

Recommendation: SF units should have the ability to communicate to the CJSOTF and aircraft in denied and 

communication degraded environments to provide targeting information. SF personnel should be placed in locations that 

are the most significant crossroads of targeting information—generally into partner unit’s targeting cells and operations 

centers. In this way, SF units can best advise and assist in targeting and finishing operations from remote-based 

US systems.   

h. Key Issue #8: What should SF provide WRT Intel? 

Issue: SF’s role as intel sensors, fusion cells (AOB), and integrators. 

Discussion: One of the wargame’s greatest reinforced lessons was the criticality of the information. One of 

SF’s most significant contributions throughout the wargame was the persistent reporting of information, SITEMP, and 

targeting information. The placement of SF units with Taiwanese units enabled timely reporting of the enemy and friendly 

operations and greatly facilitated the joint targeting cycle.  

 

Recommendation: SF units should have the ability to communicate to the CJSOTF and aircraft in denied and 

comm’s degraded environments to provide targeting information. SF personnel should be placed in locations that are 

the most significant crossroads of friendly and enemy information—generally into partner unit’s targeting cells and 



                                    
 

operations centers. This placement will enable SF units to advise and assist in targeting and finishing operations from 

remote-based US systems. SF reporting will also serve as the “eyes” for CF units that might otherwise find themselves 

entering the conflict blind.  

i. Key Issue #9: Where should SF units place themselves to maximize information/intel collection?  
Issue: SF focus on partnered, enabled, or surrogate SR versus unilateral. 

Discussion: While SF units are undoubtedly capable of unilateral SR, the wargame demonstrated the highest 

return on investment was when SF units partnered with friendly units. As a small 12-man team, an ODA only has a certain 

amount of capability to distribute itself across the battlespace to conduct information and intelligence collection.  In the 

case of a high-intensity conflict in the INDOPACOM region, SF units should seek to align themselves with partner units 

to facilitate the flow of information/intelligence both upward and outward. To effectively accomplish this, SF units should 

conduct training on targeting, intelligence, and staff processes to ensure they are prepared to integrate into and guide TOC 

operations of a partner force. Should it be required, information from US military systems could be fed back to the partner 

force.  

Recommendation: In the case of a high-intensity conflict in the INDOPACOM region, SF units should seek to 

align themselves with partner units to facilitate the flow of information/intelligence both upward and outward. To 

effectively accomplish this, SF units should conduct training on targeting, intelligence, and staff processes to ensure they 

are prepared to integrate into and guide TOC operations of a partner force. Should it be required, information from US 

military systems could be fed back to the partner force.  
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 Appendix 3: Catalog of OA4604 Wargaming Applications Sponsored Wargames (2010-Current) 

Background: The first half of the Wargaming Applications course teaches the fundamentals of wargaming using a mix of 

lectures and practical exercises. The course concludes with the completion of the “Wargaming Apprentice Certification 

Exam.” The second half of the course focuses on applying wargaming fundamentals to design, develop, conduct and 

analyze a wargame to answer a DoD sponsor's actual requirement.  

Unclassified Executive Summaries are available for all wargames conducted during FY15 and later. Contact Jeff Appleget 

(jaappleg@nps.edu). 

FY10 

• Sponsor: SOCPAC & JSOTF through NPS.  Wargame: Capabilities analysis of Maritime Support Vessel alternatives 

in OEF-Philippines. 

• Sponsor: TRADOC Analysis Center.  Wargame: US Army Civil Affairs force structure analysis in OEF-Afghanistan. 

• Sponsor: EWTGLANT.  Wargame: Develop a game to Assess Student Understanding of Amphibious Operations. 

 

FY11 

• Sponsor: EWTGLANT.  Wargame: Assessment of Amphibious Operations. 

• Sponsor: Navy Warfare Development Command.  Wargame: Develop the framework for a computer game to 

enhance US Naval officers’ understanding about the operational level of war   

• Sponsor: CTF-73 (OPLAN Logistics wargaming).  Wargame: Assess the capability of CTF-73 logistics assets to 
support 7th Fleet operations 

 

FY12 

• Sponsor: MCCDC OAD.  Wargame: Examine US military response options to a mass atrocity in Darfur 

• Sponsor: MCCDC OAD.  Wargame: Examine US military response options to a mass atrocity in Abyei (Sudan/S. 

Sudan) 

• Sponsor: Lockheed Martin.  Wargame: Examine US military ability to execute missions when GPS is jammed 

 

FY13 

• Sponsor: Naval Postgraduate School Littoral Operations Center.  Wargame: Examine the application of innovative 

joint and combined naval formations conducting combat operations in the littoral environment 

• Sponsor: PACOM.  Wargame: Examine US military ability to execute missions when GPS is jammed.  Classified 

results. 

• Sponsor:  Navy Warfare Development Command.  Wargame: Examine capability of future US Navy distributed 

force structures (flotilla and air wing) in a South China Sea Anti-Access/Area Denial (A2/AD) scenario. 

 

FY14 

• Sponsor: DoD Modeling & Simulation Coordination Office.  Wargame: Examine the migration of Taiwan Armed 

Forces training from current status to a Live-Virtual-Constructive paradigm. 

• Sponsor: USARPAC.  Wargame: Contingency Planning in the PACOM AOR [Classified results] 

• Sponsor: Navy Recruiting Command.  Wargame: Analysis of the Make Goal table top wargame 

mailto:jaappleg@nps.edu


                                    
 

FY15 

• Sponsor: Undersea Integration Program Office, PEO C4I.  Wargame: Undersea Constellation 

• Sponsor: USARPAC.  Wargame: Contingency Planning in the PACOM AOR [Classified results] 

• Sponsor: JWAC.  Wargame: Examine the global implications of an energy-independent United States in 2035 

• Sponsor: Royal Canadian Navy.  Wargame: Examine non-lethal weapons for boarding parties 

• Sponsor: Norwegian Armed Forces. Wargame: Examining Hybrid Threat 

 

FY16 

• Sponsor: Navy N-96.  Wargame: Red Team the Navy’s new Distributed Lethality Concept in a South China Sea 

scenario.   

• Sponsor: USSOCOM J-3 (International).  Wargame: Russian Hybrid Threat in the Arctic 

• Sponsor: USSOCOM J-35.  Wargame: Interdicting the flow of Foreign Fighters to the Islamic State 

• Sponsor: USCENTCOM J-8.  Wargame: Explore the impacts of potential interactions between Shia Militia Groups 

(SMGs) and U.S forces to evaluate deterrent and de-escalation options [Classified results] 

• Sponsor: Navy N-96.  Wargame: Distributed Lethality Wargaming (Eastern Mediterranean) 

• Sponsor: 9th Mission Support Command.  Wargame: Military Support of Disaster Relief (Pacific)   

 

FY17 

• Sponsor: SOCCENT.  Wargame: Trans-Regional Threats: Countering The Spread of ISIS.  

• Sponsor: U.S. Navy. Wargame: War in the Pacific: Strength Through Allies.  

• Sponsor: SOCOM J-3I. Wargame: Preventing Crisis: International SOF Operations in the Gray Zone.  

• Sponsor: U.S. Navy COMSURFOR. Wargame: Distributed Lethality Wargaming (SCS) 

Sponsor: U.S. Navy N-98. Wargame: Examining the deterrence potential of Carrier Strike Groups. 

• Sponsor: USMC CD&I. Wargame: Examining the operational impact of Extreme Cold Weather (ECW) storage 

alternatives. 

• Sponsor: Operational Energy Academic Group. Wargame: Assessing the impact of Operational Energy availability 

to a ground combat force fighting a hybrid threat in a European scenario. 

• Sponsor: Australian Defence Force Joint Experimentation. Wargame: Assessing the future Australian Army 

battlefield requirements for manned and unmanned aviation. 

 

FY18 (7) 

 
• Sponsor: U.S. Naval Special Warfare Command. Wargame: Examining Future SEAL operational capabilities 

• Sponsor: U.S. Fleet Forces Command. Wargame:  Examining the Distributed Lethality concept in a SCS scenario 

• Sponsor: MARFORPAC-ADF. Wargame:  Assessing USMC-ADF interoperability 

• Sponsor: USFF. Wargame:  Distributed Maritime Ops-EABO synergy 

• Sponsor: USARPAC. Wargame:  MDTF Ops 

• Sponsor: USASOC. Wargame:  Special Ops support of near-peer conflict 

• Sponsor: NAVY. Wargame:  Evaluating LITMUS as a wargaming adjudication tool 

 

 

 

 

 



                                    
 

FY19 (11) 

 
• Sponsor: NATO Special Operations Forces HQ (two wargames). Wargame:  Assess how NATO SOF can conduct 

operations in an occupied or denied environment against a peer or near-peer adversary after Article V has been 

declared  

• Sponsor: NATO Special Operations Forces HQ. Wargame:   Assess how NATO SOF can conduct operations in an 

occupied or denied environment against a peer or near-peer adversary pre-Article V declaration 

• Sponsor: MARFORPAC. Wargame: Determine the Marine Corps' ability to affect change and support Phase 0 

(competition phase) activities in 2025. 

• Sponsor: MCWL. Wargame: Assess Naval expeditionary forces to perform sea control and sea denial missions by 

securing (seizing or occupying) and establishing land bases. 

• Sponsor: USMC. Wargame: Assess shore-based ASMs capability to execute sea control and sea denial missions. 

• Sponsor: Australian Defence Force. Wargame: USMC MEB /Australian Amphibious Force interoperability. 

• Sponsor: USN. Wargame: Assess CONEMPS for Small Combatant Flotillas teamed with Shore-based ASMs. 

• Sponsor: USARPAC. Wargame: Assess Multi-Domain Task Force Joint Operational Maneuver capabilities. 

• Sponsor: MARSOF. Wargame: Maximize indirect operational approaches to secure advantages in phase zero or 

the "Contact Layer" while setting conditions to deter or dominate in the "Blunt layer." 

• Sponsor: MARSOF. Wargame: Determine the mechanisms and processes will allow MARSOC to better serve as a 

bridge for capabilities integration with SOF and deployed MAGTFs in a conventional maritime conflict scenario. 

 

FY20 (14) 

 
• Sponsor: NATO Special Operations Forces HQ (two wargames). Wargame:  How could/should NATO support 

deterrence and assurance to its allies under pressure short of an Article V declaration? 

• Sponsor: MARSOC (five wargames total):  

o MARSOC 1: Determine the actions and partnerships MARSOC can enhance and develop to counter 

Chinese influence via the BRI, while maintaining emphasis on CVEO, within Phase Zero or the “Contact 

Layer” in INDOPACOM, Pakistan, and Afghanistan. 

o MARSOC 2: Analyze how MARSOC can work with and through Joint, Interagency, and Coalition partners in 

the Philippines during Phase Zero in the Philippines area of operations (Philippines mainland, surrounding 

territorial waters, and territorial claims to South China Sea to include Spratly Islands) in order to secure 

advantage in the “Contact Layer” while setting conditions to dominate in the “Blunt Layer.” 

o MARSOC 4: What direct and indirect options can MARSOC and other SOF provide to an escalation scenario 

in the Mekong River Watershed IOT apply pressure and impose costs to deescalate or seize advantage? 

o MARSOC 5 (two wargames): What SOF options can be taken in the Contact-Blunt Layers to apply pressure 

and deescalate in a contested environment in neighboring SCS nations of Taiwan, Philippines, and 

Vietnam. While providing analysis of the types of operations and activities that can be executed, allowing 

MARSOC to develop training scenarios and force capabilities. 

• Sponsor: OPNAV N4. Wargame: Explore extended range (>10 day) planning and decision-making regarding 

positioning and operations of naval and joint/combined logistic assets in the Western Pacific. 

• Sponsor: Taiwan. Wargame: Explore the possible strategies the Taiwan Navy can use to maintain open sea lines of 

communication entering Taiwan while deterring or preventing Chinese invasion of the west side of Taiwan. 

• Sponsor: ADF. Wargame: How should MRF-D be configured to be able to conduct contingency operations in 2022? 

• Sponsor: MCLOG. Wargame: Create a wargame to provide the requisite critical thinking skills necessary for 

logistics personnel to conceptually execute expeditionary logistics? 

• Sponsor: SURFDEVRON ONE: Wargame. Create a wargame to demonstrate the capabilities and tactics needed to 

employ M/LUSV in a joint service/joint nation conflict.  



                                    
 

• Sponsor: MCWL. Wargame: Wargame Responsiveness Capacity and Time Comparison for Centralized vs 

Decentralized Fires Clearance Processes.  

• Sponsor: MARSOC. Wargame: Prepare the environment for potential major combat operations in a South China 

Sea conflict scenario.  

 

FY21 (3 to date) 

 

• Sponsor: Australian Defence Force Joint Experimentation Directorate. Wargame:  Assess concepts for the optimal 

employment of AUS, US and JPN ASW forces in the Full Spectrum ASW mission (previously TASW) 

• Sponsor: Naval Information Warfighting Development Center. Wargame: Assess the ability of U.S. Navy CSGs to 

use cloud cover to prevent detection from adversary Electro-Optical/Infrared (EO/IR) capabilities. 

• Sponsor: OPNAV N4. Wargame: Examine Command & Control (C2) with a combined USN/USMC staff in support of 

Distributed Maritime Operations (DMO) and Expeditionary Advanced Base Operations (EABO) within a Logistics 

Task Force Commander organization in a contested environment against a peer adversary. 

 

 

Capstone Sponsors (39 total): 16 Navy, 7 Joint, 6 Int’l, 4 Army, 5 Marine Corps, 1 Industry 

Wargames (81 total): 29 Navy, 18 Marine Corps, 9 Joint, 14 Int’l, 9 Army, 2 Industry 


